A b s t r a c t . Mining frequent itemsets from leirge databases is an important computational task with a lot of applications. The most known among them is the market-basket problem which assumes that we have a large number of items and we want to know which items are bought together. A recent application is that of web pages (baskets) and linked pages (items). Pages with many common references may be about the same topic. In this paper we present a parallel algorithm for mining frequent itemsets. We provide experimental evidence that our algorithm scales quite well and we discuss the merits of parallelization for this problem.
Introduction
T h e market-basket problem is described as follows: a database D of transactions is given, each of which consists of several distinct items. T h e goal is to determine association rules of the form A^ B, where A and B are sets of items (itemsets).
In order to determine validity of a rule A ^ B, two quantities are taken into account: the confidence of the rule, which is the fraction freq{AuB)/freq{A), where freq{I)
is the number of transactions t h a t contain itemset / , and the support of the rule, which is equal to freq{A U B). The support of the rule is usually called frequency. One is usually interested in rules the frequency of which is above a threshold t and the confidence of which is above another threshold c. Once we have found which itemsets have frequency larger t h a n t it is only a m a t t e r of simple calculations to find rules whose confidence exceeds c. Therefore, a fundamental ingredient of discovering association rules is the generation of all itemsets the frequency of which exceeds threshold t; from now on, we will call such itemsets t-frequent or simply frequent.
Several sequential methods for computing frequent itemsets have been proposed in the literature [3] , [8] , [11] . Sequential algorithms however, can not cope with very large databases. In t h a t case parallelization techniques seem to be necessary [4] , [14] , [13] , [9] . In this paper we implement a new parallel algorithm named P M P (Parallel Multiple Pointer) which achieves a satisfactory speedup and is particularly adequate for certain types of d a t a sets.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give a brief description of t h e sequential algorithm on which our parallel algorithm is based. In section 3 we present the parallel algorithm. In section 4 we give experimental results t h a t demonstrate the efficiency on certain datasets. Conclusions and directions for future work are discussed in the last section. The main difficulties in computing frequent itemsets are related to two factors: the number of transactions and the number of items. When the number of transactions increases each scan of the database becomes time consuming. A large number of items on the other hand, implies many possible itemsets and this means delays on computations and increased requirements on memory space. Some known algorithms [11] , [8] in the area gave an answer to the first problem by using structures in which the database is stored in a more compact form. For the second problem techniques have been developed for reducing the number of itemsets that need to be examined e.g the well known A-priori Algorithm [3] . The sequential algorithm that we use as a basis for our parallel algorithm makes use of a structure called Partial Support Tree (or P-tree for short), introduced in [8] , in which the whole database is stored in one scan. It is a set enumeration tree [12] that contains itemsets in its nodes. These itemsets represent either whole transactions of database D or common prefixes of transactions of D. An integer is stored in each tree node which represents the partial support of the corresponding itemset /, that is, the number of transactions that contain / as a prefix. The construction of the P-tree was described in [8] ; a more detailed description can be found in [7] . The sequential algorithm that we use for parallelization uses a second tree structure, namely the T-tree on the nodes of which candidate frequent itemsets are stored. This structure was introduced in [6] and algorithms that use it are presented in [10] . Here we propose a modification of this structure as follows: each node of the tree in the initial structure had two pointers. The first one points to the right sibling and the second one to the lexicographically smaller child. In the modified T-tree we use more than one pointers to the children. Figure 1 shows a T-tree for items a,b,c and d. For example, the node with label "d" would have one pointer to the node "ad" in the initial structure. In the proposed structure it may have up to two pointers more: one that points to the node "bd" and one that points to the node "cd". The number of pointers depends on the desired tradeoff between memory space and running time.
We give here some details of how the algorithm calculates the itemset frequencies. The algorithm traverses the P-tree and for each node visited, all subsets of this node with k items are generated {k is the current level of the T-tree). For each such itemset the nodes of the T-tree are visited in order to find the itemset. If it is found, the frequency of the node that contains the itemset is increased by the partial support of the current node of the P-tree. Suppose for example that we visit the node "abef" of the P-tree with partial support 12 and that the current level of the T-tree is three. The subsets with 3 items of "abef" are "abe", "abf", "aef", and In this section we give a detailed description of the new parallel algorithm. Our approach follows the ideas of a parallel version of A-priori, called Count Distribution, which was described by Agrawal and Shafer [4] ; the difference is, of course, t h a t PMP makes use of two tree structures P-tree for storing the database and T-tree for storing the frequent itemsets.
In the beginning, the root process distributes the database transactions to the processors in a round-robin fashion; then, each of the processors creates its own local P-tree based on the transactions that it has received. Next, each processor traverses each local P-tree and for each node visited produces all subsets with 1 item. For each such item the algorithm traverses the T-tree in order to find it and increase its frequency. When all the nodes of the P-tree have been visited the local frequencies have been calculated. The calculation of total frequencies of singletons takes place as follows. Each processor sends the local frequencies and an appropriate parallel procedure (MPI All_reduce function) sums total frequencies. This function is used to make calculations in an efficient way. The result is distributed to all processors so that each one ends up with the same list Li of singletons. Following each processor visits the nodes of Li and removes all infrequent singletons. In this step each processor has the same list of frequent singletons. During /c-level computation (for each A: > 2), all processors first generate the same list of candidate itemsets Ck from the common fist Lk-i-Then the same procedure as that followed for the first level allows each processor to obtain the total frequencies for all itemsets of C^, and finally to derive fist Lk by removing infrequent itemsets of Ck-A detailed description of the algorithm is given in Figure 2 . We have implemented our parallel algorithm (PMP) using synthetic datasets generated by the IBM Quest generator, described in [3] . We have generated our datasets using the following parameters:
-D: the number of transactions -A^: the number of items -T: the average transaction length
We have used four synthetic datasets in our experiments, with number of transactions varying from lOOK to 500K and number of items between 100 and 200; For the datasets with 100 items the average transaction length that we used was 10 (T = 10 10 items per transaction) while for the itemsets with 200 items the average transaction length was 20. We have chosen relatively small minimum frequency threshold values varying from 0.1% to 1%.
In Figures 3 and 4 we observe the time performance of the algorithm for number of transactions 100, 200K, 300K and 500, number of items 100 and threshold values 0.1%, 0.5% and 1%.
We observe that in most cases PMP algorithm is a time efficient algorithm. For the dataset DIOOKNIOOTIO PMP gives satisfactory results for every number of processors and every threshold value. For the dataset D200KN100T10 the results show that the algorithm achieves a good time performance with the exception of one processor and threshold values 200 and 1000. For the datasets with 300K or 500K transactions and 100 items the algorithm scales well enough with the same exception which now expands to two processors. This drawback is due to the inefficient memory space which slows down the computations. The same remarks could be made in Figure 5 . The two tree structures are space consuming and that is the main reason for not getting satisfactory results in cases of one or two processors. On the other hand the PMP algorithm behaves equally well when the number of processors increases and that renders the parallelization meaningful. This is more obvious in Figure 6 , and in Figure 7 where we can see speedups even above 90%. Our technique is efficient when the P-tree fits into the local memory of each processor. If it is not possible due to the limited number of processors our technique would require special customization in order to reduce disk accesses.
Conclusions
In this work we have developed and implemented the Parallel Multiple Pointer algorithm and investigated the efficiency of this parallelization technique. The use of P-tree and T-tree has facilitated the process of computing frequencies. This process is further accelerated by the use of parallelization. In particular, each processor handles a part of the database and creates a small local P-tree that can be kept in memory, thus providing a practicable solution when deafing with extremely large datasets. causes problems in memory space. An answer to this problem could be the reduction on the number of pointers used to construct the T-tree. This could cause delays on frequency computations but it is necessary when the datasets used are extremely large and the needs in memory space are increased. An interesting research direction is therefore to fine tune the number of pointers used in the T-tree structure in order to balance the needs in space and time.
